Landscape Architecture Summer Intern – Publication Work
[Or] Summer Tamer Fellow / Columbia Gsapp Intern – Publication
Work
Studio Rede, LLC Temporary, Internship
Studio Rede is seeking a talented Summer Intern to join our New York office.
Studio Rede is a New York female owned and operated boutique landscape design studio.
Working at the intersection of anthropology, ecology, innovation and conservation, we offer
landscape design, urban design and conservation consulting services nationally and
internationally. The studio is focused on highly creative and conceptual interdisciplinary
thinking, with expertise in anthropological and ecological studies of ancient innovations.
With this unique framework, we believe intelligent design seeks to magnify perceptions,
performances, processes and the cycles of Culture and Nature. Studio Rede was founded
by Julia Watson, who teaches in the Urban Design program at Columbia University and the
Landscape Architecture program at Rhode Island School of Design, having previously
lectured at Harvard and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
Central to the studio’s emerging portfolio of work is an anthropological design approach
that integrates the spiritual, natural and technological. Projects are embedded with a
sophisticated ecological approach that allows people to engage with environmental
systems in various ways, including the physical and spiritual. We’re looking for a highly
motivated candidate that shares Studio Rede’s values and collaborative spirit for this
unique opportunity to work on a forthcoming publication with appropriate crediting.

Responsibilities include:
•
•
•

Leading the completion of a publication
Preparing 3D diagrams & visual communication graphics for the publication
Co-ordination of publication package and book release

The ideal candidate will:
•
•
•
•
•

Be enrolled in a Bachelor’s or Master’s Degree in Landscape Architecture
Have previous professional internship experience
Be comfortable working independently
Possess exceptional research and graphic skills
Be proficient in: Rhino, Flash (animated video production), Adobe Creative Suite
(InDesign, Photoshop & Illustrator), and Microsoft Word (Word, Excel & PowerPoint)

Qualified candidates looking to apply for this position should go directly to Studio Rede's
website, www.studiorede.com/office. Please submit your cover letter, resume and work
samples [not to exceed 5MB].

